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(54) PARTICULATE MATTER SENSOR

(57) There is provided a particulate matter (PM) sen-
sor which can detect an average PM deposit quantity of
the entire DPF and at the same time can ensure a ca-
pacitance large enough for detection.

A DPF 1 obtained by vertically and horizontally stack-
ing cells in which all of vertical and horizontal sides are
surrounded by walls 2 formed of a porous material and
sealing end faces of the cells 3 alternately vertically and
horizontally is provided with first and second electrodes
5 and 6, and in a PM sensor 4 in which a PM deposit
quantity of the DPF 1 is detected by a capacitance of a
capacitor formed by the first and second electrodes 5
and 6, among open cells 3b, the first electrodes 5 are
inserted into the open cells 3b arranged in a line in the
diagonal direction, and the second electrodes 6 are in-
serted into the open cells 3b arranged in a line in the
diagonal direction and including the open cells 3b sec-
ondarily adjacent to each of the open cells 3b into which
the first electrodes 5 are inserted.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD.

[0001] The present invention relates to a particulate
matter (PM) sensor which can detect an average PM
deposit quantity of the entire DPF and at the same time
can ensure a capacitance large enough for detection.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] In a vehicle equipped with an internal combus-
tion engine, a diesel particulate filter (hereinafter referred
to as DPF) is installed in an exhaust gas passage from
the internal combustion engine to the atmosphere, and
a particulate matter (hereinafter referred to as PM) is
caught by the DPF. The DPF is a member which tempo-
rarily catches the PM on a filter formed of porous ceram-
ics and having a shape of a honeycomb pore.
[0003] If the amount of the PM caught by the DPF
(hereinafter referred to as a PM deposit quantity) increas-
es, the exhaust pressure of the internal combustion en-
gine increases to lower the characteristics of the internal
combustion engine, and therefore, processing for burn-
ing the caught PM is performed. This processing is re-
ferred to as DPF regeneration. In the DPF regeneration,
fuel injection is performed to increase an exhaust tem-
perature. When the exhaust temperature increases, the
temperature of the DPF is increased, and the PM caught
by the DPF is burned.
[0004] At that time, when the PM deposit quantity is
too large, the DPF is damaged by heat generated in the
DPF regeneration. In order to perform the DPF regener-
ation before the PM deposit quantity increases too much,
the PM deposit quantity is required to be accurately de-
tected.
[0005] As the PM sensor detecting the PM deposit
quantity, there has been known a PM sensor in which
two electrodes are installed in the DPF, and the PM de-
posit quantity is detected from a capacitance of a capac-
itor formed by the two electrodes. In this type of PM sen-
sor, since the PM as a mixture of a dielectric with a con-
ductor is deposited between electrodes, the capacitance
increases linearly with respect to the PM deposit quantity.
[0006] In a conventional PM sensor 81 illustrated in
Fig. 8, two electrodes 83 and 84 formed into a half-divided
cylindrical shape are installed on an outer circumference
of a columnar DPF 82. The two electrodes 83 and 84
face each other with the DPF 82 provided between the
electrodes 83 and 84, whereby the capacitance of the
capacitor formed by the two electrodes 83 and 84 is
changed according to the PM deposit quantity of the en-
tire DPF 82 (Patent Document 1).
[0007] In a conventional PM sensor 91 illustrated in
Fig. 9, one electrode 93 is installed on an outer circum-
ference of a columnar DPF 92, and the other electrode
94 is concentrically installed on the inner side than the
electrode 93. The capacitance of the capacitor formed

by the two electrodes 93 and 94 is changed according
to the PM deposit quantity of a portion of the DPF 92
(Patent Document 2).

PRIOR ART DOCUMENTS

PATENT DOCUMENTS

[0008]

Patent Document 1: Japanese Patent Laid-Open
Publication No. 2010-144630
Patent Document 2: Japanese Patent Laid-Open
Publication No. 2011-012577

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED BY THE INVENTION

[0009] However, in general, DPF is stored in a metal
housing used for protecting the DPF, and the housing is
attached to a vehicle body. Thus, a capacitor is formed
between an electrode installed at an outer circumference
of the DPF and the housing.
[0010] In the PM sensor 81 of Fig. 8, since a distance
between the electrodes 83 and 84 and the housing 85 is
notably shorter than a distance between the two elec-
trodes 83 and 84, the capacitance of the capacitor formed
by the electrodes 83 and 84 and the housing 85 is notably
larger than the capacitance of the capacitor formed by
the electrodes 83 and 84. Further, the capacitance of the
capacitor formed by the two electrodes 83 and 84 and
the housing 85 is thermally and mechanically unstable.
Consequently, in a circuit of the PM sensor 81, the ca-
pacitor constituted of the two electrodes 83 and 84 and
the housing 85 is connected in parallel to the capacitor
constituted of the two electrodes 83 and 84. When a ca-
pacitor in which the PM deposit quantity should be de-
tected is connected in parallel to a capacitor whose ca-
pacitance is notably larger than the capacitor concerned
and at the same time unstable, the PM deposit quantity
cannot be accurately detected.
[0011] In the PM sensor 91 of Fig. 9, the capacitance
of the capacitor formed by the two electrodes 93 and 94
is increased by reducing a distance between the outer
circumferential electrode 93 and the inner electrode 94.
However, this requires that the inner electrode 94 is dis-
posed near the outer circumference of the DPF 92, so
that a portion of the PM deposit quantity of the DPF 92
provided on the inner side than the inner electrode 94
cannot be detected. When only a portion of the PM de-
posit quantity of the DPF 92 provided on the outer side
than the inner electrode 94 is detected, the detected val-
ue may differ from an average PM deposit quantity of the
entire DPF 92.
[0012] Thus, in order to solve the above problem, an
object of the present invention is to provide a PM sensor
which can detect an average PM deposit quantity of the
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entire DPF and at the same time can secure a capaci-
tance large enough for detection.

MEANS FOR SOLVING THE PROBLEMS

[0013] In order to achieve the above object, in a PM
sensor of the present invention, first and second elec-
trodes are provided in a diesel particulate filter (herein-
after referred to as DPF) obtained by vertically and hor-
izontally stacking cells in which all of vertical and hori-
zontal sides are surrounded by walls formed of a porous
material and sealing end faces of the cells alternately
vertically and horizontally, and in a particulate matter
[0014] (hereinafter referred to as PM) sensor which de-
tects a deposit quantity of the DPF from a capacitance
formed by the first and second electrodes, among cells
which are not sealed (hereinafter referred to as open
cells), the first electrodes are inserted into the open cells
arranged in a line in a diagonal direction, and the second
electrodes are inserted into the open cells arranged in a
line in the diagonal direction and including the open cells
secondarily adjacent to each of the open cells into which
the first electrodes are inserted.

EFFECTS OF THE INVENTION

[0015] The present invention exercises the following
excellent effects.

1) An average PM deposit quantity of the entire DPF
can be detected.

2) A capacitance large enough for detection can be
secured.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0016]

Fig. 1 is a partial end face view of a DPF to which
the present invention is applied.
Fig. 2 is a partial sectional side view of the DPF to
which the invention is applied.
Fig. 3 is a partial end face view of the DPF to which
a PM sensor devised in the process of conceiving
the present invention is attached.
Fig. 4 is an enlarged view of a relevant portion of Fig.
3.
Fig. 5 is a partial end face view of the DPF to which
a PM sensor of the invention is attached.
Fig. 6 is a perspective view of the DPF to which the
PM sensor of the invention is attached.
Fig. 7 is an enlarged view of a relevant portion of Fig.
5.
Fig. 8 is a perspective view of a conventional PM
sensor.
Fig. 9 is a perspective view of a conventional PM
sensor.

MODES FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0017] Hereinafter, an embodiment of the present in-
vention will be described with reference to the accompa-
nying drawings.
[0018] First, the structure and function of a DPF will be
described as the basis of the present invention.
[0019] As illustrated in Fig. 1, the DPF 1 is obtained by
vertically and horizontally stacking cells 3 in which all of
vertical and horizontal sides are surrounded by walls 2
formed of a porous material and sealing end faces of the
cells 3 alternately vertically and horizontally. In the draw-
ing, the sealing is illustrated by hatching. Among the cells
3, the sealed cells are referred to as sealed cells 3a, and
the cells which are not sealed are referred to as open
cells 3b. As illustrated, the cells vertically adjacent to the
sealed cell 3a and the cells horizontally adjacent to the
sealed cells 3a are the open cells 3b, and the cells ver-
tically adjacent to the open cell 3b and the cells horizon-
tally adjacent to the open cell 3b are the sealed cells 3a.
Although an end face shape of the cell 3 is a square in
this embodiment, any shape, such as a rectangle shape
or a parallelogram, may be employed as long as the
shapes can be continuously arranged.
[0020] The sealing and the opening are reversed in an
end face at one side and an end face at the opposite
side. Namely, in the cell 3, when the send face at one
side is sealed, the end face at the opposite side is surely
open, and when the end face at one side is open, the
end face at the opposite side is surely sealed. Accord-
ingly, regarding the same cell 3, when the cell 3 is seen
from one side, the cell 3 is the sealed cell 3a, and when
the cell 3 is seen from the opposite side, the cell 3 is the
open cell 3b.
[0021] As illustrated in Fig. 2, the DPF 1 is installed in
an exhaust gas passage, and any one of the end faces
faces the upstream side, and the end face at the opposite
side faces the downstream side. In the end face facing
the upstream side, an exhaust gas does not flow into the
sealed cell 3a, and the exhaust gas flows into only the
open cell 3b. The open cell 3b into which the exhaust
gas has flowed is sealed by the opposite end face facing
the downstream and consequently becomes the sealed
cell 3a, and therefore, the exhaust gas passes through
the wall 2 formed of a porous material and moves to the
adjacent sealed cell 3a. In the adjacent sealed cell 3a,
since the opposite end face facing the downstream is
open and consequently becomes the open cell 3b, the
exhaust gas flows out from the open cell 3b. In this way,
when the exhaust gas passes through the wall 2, the PM
in the exhaust gas is attracted to the wall 2 formed of the
porous material. In Fig. 2, although the exhaust gas hav-
ing flowed into the open cell 3b moves to the adjacent
two sealed cells 3a, since the exhaust gas having flowed
into the open cell 3b actually moves to the four sealed
cells 3a vertically and horizontally adjacent to each other,
the PM is attracted to the four vertical and horizontal walls
2.
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[0022] The present inventor has devised a PM sensor
4 illustrated in Fig. 3 in the process of conceiving the
present invention. In the PM sensor 4, first and second
electrodes 5 and 6 are provided in the DPF 1, and the
PM deposit quantity of the DPF 1 is detected by the ca-
pacitance of a capacitor formed by the first and second
electrodes 5 and 6.
[0023] In the PM sensor 4, the first electrodes 5 are
inserted into the open cells 3b arranged in a line in a
diagonal direction among all the open cells 3b, and the
second electrodes 6 are inserted into the open cells 3b
which are adjacent to the open cells 3b into which the
first electrodes 5 are inserted and arranged in a line in
the diagonal direction. Since the open cells 3b are ar-
ranged alternately with the sealed cells 3a, the open cells
3b adjacent to the open cells 3b are the open cells 3b
adjacent to each other by skipping over the sealed cell
3a in the vertical and horizontal directions.
[0024] The electrodes 5 and 6 inserted into the open
cells 3b are metal wires, for example. The first electrodes
5 inserted into the open cells 3b arranged in a line are
short-circuited to each other by a short circuiting line 7.
Similarly, the second electrodes 6 inserted into other
open cells 3b arranged in a line are short-circuited to
each other by another short circuiting line 8. Although a
depth that the electrodes 5 and 6 are inserted from the
end face may be any depth, the deeper the electrodes 5
and 6 are inserted, the larger each length of the elec-
trodes 5 and 6, and this contributes to the increase of the
facing area of the electrodes. Accordingly, for example,
the electrodes 5 and 6 preferably reach near a sealed
portion of the opposite end face of the open cell 3b.
[0025] Although the end face into which the electrodes
5 and 6 are inserted may be an end face facing the up-
stream of the exhaust gas passage or an end face facing
the downstream, the electrodes 5 and 6 are inserted into
the same end face.
[0026] In the PM sensor 4 of Fig. 3, with regard to an
electrode P0 among the first electrodes 5, the second
electrode 6 closest to the electrode P0 is an electrode
Q0 on a diagonal line intersecting with a line formed by
the first electrodes 5, and when a pitch (vertical and hor-
izontal widths) of the cell 3 is d, a distance between the
electrodes P0 and Q0 is √2d. Thus, the distance between
electrodes is √2d by the electrodes P0 and Q0, and a
capacitor having a facing area of the electrodes propor-
tional to an electrode diameter is formed. The second
electrodes 6 which are next closest to the electrode P0
are electrodes Q + 1 and Q - 1 positioned immediately
near the electrode Q0 on a line formed by the second
electrodes 6, and a distance between the electrode P0
and the electrodes Q 6 1 is 2d. The distance between
electrodes is 2d by the electrodes P0 and the electrodes
Q 6 1, and two capacitors each having the facing area
of the electrodes proportional to the electrode diameter
are formed. Similarly, the capacitors are constituted of
the third and subsequent first electrodes 5 counted from
the electrode P0 and the sequentially closest second

electrodes 6. In the capacitor obtained by integrating
them and formed by the first electrodes 5 and the second
electrodes 6, the distance between electrodes is √2d,
and the capacitor can be regarded as a parallel plane
plate capacitor having a predetermined facing area of
the electrodes and formed by two electrode plates.
[0027] In the capacitor formed by the first electrodes 5
and the second electrodes 6, since the distance between
electrodes is √2d and that is small in comparison with
the conventional PM sensors 81 and 91, the capacitance
is large. Further, since the electrodes 5 and 6 are sepa-
rated from the housing, the influence of the housing can
be expected to be reduced.
[0028] In the PM sensor 4, although the metal wires
as the electrodes 5 and 6 are inserted into the open cells
3b, the inserted metal wire is required to have a wire
diameter large to some extent in order to secure a dura-
bility against high temperature generated when the DPF
is regenerated and mechanical vibration generated when
a vehicle is running. The wire diameter is determined to
be large as much as possible, considering the thickness
of the wall 2 with respect to the pitch d of the cell 3 and
a clearance.
[0029] Fig. 4 illustrates a further enlarged view of the
end face of the DPF 1.
[0030] In the open cells 3b of the electrodes P0 and
Q0 amongst the open cells 3b into which the electrodes
5 and 6 are inserted, a flow of exhaust gas passing
through the wall 2 and flowing into the open cells 3b from
the sealed cell 3a is illustrated by arrows. The arrows are
arrows of the sectional side view of Fig. 2 as viewed from
the end face. However, in fact, although the exhaust gas
passes through the four vertical and horizontal walls 2
and flows into the open cell 3b from the four vertical and
horizontal sealed cells 3a, in this example the arrows are
illustrated with respect to only the walls 2 located inside
the capacitor formed by the electrodes 5 and 6 (between
electrode plates). As described above, when the exhaust
gas passes through the wall 2, the PM is attracted on the
wall 2, and therefore, the PM is deposited on the wall 2
between the electrodes P0 and Q0. Similarly, the exhaust
gas flows from the four vertical and horizontal sealed
cells 3a into a general open cell R into which the elec-
trodes 5 and 6 are not inserted, and the PM is deposited
on each of the four vertical and horizontal walls 2.
[0031] At that time, in the open cells 3b of the elec-
trodes P0 and Q0, the electrodes 5 and 6 are inserted;
therefore, the cross-sectional area effective as a flow
passage is reduced, and the flow rate of the exhaust gas
is limited to be reduced in comparison with the general
open cell R. If the content of the PM in the exhaust gas
is uniform regardless of the place, the flowing amount of
the PM is smaller in a place in which the exhaust gas
flow rate is smaller. Accordingly, the PM deposit quantity
of the wall 2 of the open cells 3b of the electrodes P0 and
Q0 is smaller than that of the wall 2 of the general open
cell R. This fact is common to all the open cells 3b into
which all the electrodes 5 and 6 are inserted. In Fig. 3,
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all the walls 2 inside the capacitor formed by the elec-
trodes 5 and 6 are the walls 2 with the small PM deposit
quantity in Fig. 4. Meanwhile, all the open cells 3b into
which the electrodes 5 and 6 are not inserted correspond
to the general open cells R described in Fig. 4, and all
the walls 2 surrounding four sides are the walls 2 with
the large PM deposit quantity.
[0032] As a result, the PM deposit quantity detected
by the PM sensor 4 is smaller than the PM deposit quan-
tity in the open cell R and is smaller than the average of
the PM deposit quantity of the entire DPF 1.
[0033] Thus, the present inventor devises arrange-
ment of electrodes so that the average PM deposit quan-
tity of the entire DPF 1 can be detected and reached the
present invention. Namely, as illustrated in Fig. 5, in the
PM sensor 9 of this invention, the first electrodes 5 are
inserted into the open cells 3b arranged in a line in the
diagonal direction among the cells 3b which are not
sealed, and the second electrodes 6 are inserted into the
open cells 3b arranged in a line in the diagonal direction
and including the open cells 3b secondarily adjacent to
each of the open cells 3b into which the first electrodes
5 are inserted. The secondarily adjacent open cells 3b
is the open cells 3b adjacent to each other by vertically
and horizontally skipping over the two sealed cells 3a
and the open cell 3b.
[0034] As illustrated in Fig. 6, in the PM sensor 9 of
this invention, the short circuiting lines 7 and 8 along the
line of the open cells 3b into which the electrodes 5 and
6 are inserted are laid along the end face of the DPF 1.
The larger the length of the line (the number of the cells
3), the greater the number of the electrodes 5 and 6, and
this contributes to the increase of the facing area of the
electrodes; therefore, it is preferable. For example, when
the electrodes 5 and 6 are inserted into the open cells
3b so that the line passes near the diameter of the co-
lumnar DPF 1, the number of the electrodes 5 and 6 is
maximized. For example, when the diameter of the DPF
1 is 200 mm and the pitch (vertical and horizontal widths)
d of the cell 3 is 1 mm, approximately 140 cells 3 are
obliquely arranged near the diameter, and therefore, the
number of the open cells 3b into which the electrodes 5
and 6 are inserted is approximately 140.
[0035] As described above, the first and second elec-
trodes 5 and 6 inserted into the open cells 3b of the DPF
1 are short-circuited by the short circuiting lines 7 and 8,
and the short circuiting lines 7 and 8 are connected to a
detecting circuit (not illustrated). Although the detecting
circuit is similar to a conventional one, the description
will be omitted.
[0036] Hereinafter, the operation of the PM sensor 9
of the present invention will be described.
[0037] When the PM is deposited on the DPF 1 of Fig.
6, also in the portion illustrated in Fig. 5, the deposit quan-
tity of the PM deposited on the wall 2 of the cells 3 be-
tween the first electrodes 5 and the second electrodes 6
is increased. Accordingly, the capacitance of the capac-
itor formed by the electrodes 5 and 6 increases.

[0038] At that time, in the PM sensor 9 of the present
invention, since the open cells 3b inserted with the first
electrodes 5 and arranged in a line in the diagonal direc-
tion and the open cells 3b inserted with the second elec-
trodes 6 and arranged in a line in the diagonal direction
are adjacent to each other with the two sealed cells 3a
and the open cell provided between the electrodes, in
the capacitor formed by the electrodes 5 and 6 the dis-
tance between the electrodes is 2√2d, the capacitance
is notably large in comparison with the capacitor formed
by the electrodes 83 and 84 with the DPF 82 provided
between the electrodes 83 and 84 as in the PM sensor
81 of Fig. 8. Simultaneously, in comparison with the ca-
pacitance of the capacitor formed by the electrodes 5
and 6 and the housing (not illustrated), the electrodes 5
and 6 are separated from the housing; and therefore, the
capacitance of the capacitor formed by the electrodes 5
and 6 is notably large. Accordingly, the PM deposit quan-
tity can be accurately detected.
[0039] In the PM sensor 9 of the present invention,
since the electrodes 5 and 6 are inserted into the open
cells 3b arranged in a line in the diagonal direction, the
arrangement of the electrodes is different from that in the
PM sensor 91 of Fig. 9 in which the electrodes 93 and
94 are arranged to be shifted near the outer circumfer-
ence of a DPF 62, and in the electrode arrangement in
the PM sensor 9, the electrodes 5 and 6 are arranged so
as not to be shifted near the outer circumference of the
DPF 1, and the average PM deposit quantity of the entire
DPF 1 can be detected. In particular, as in the present
embodiment, in the arrangement in which the lines of the
electrodes 5 and 6 are parallel to the diameter of the DPF
1, the PM deposit quantity ranging from the central por-
tion of the DPF 1 to the outer circumferential portion is
detected.
[0040] Further, in the PM sensor 9 of this invention, as
illustrated in Fig. 7, there is the open cell 3b into which
the electrodes 5 and 6 are not inserted between the open
cell 3b into which the electrode P0 is inserted and the
open cell 3b into which the electrode Q0 is inserted.
Namely, the open cell 3b into which the electrodes 5 and
6 are not inserted exists inside the capacitor formed by
the electrodes 5 and 6. This open cell 3b is referred to
as an open cell S for detection.
[0041] The four walls 2 surrounding the open cell S for
detection are the walls 2 in which the flow rate of the
exhaust gas is not limited, as in the four walls 2 of the
general open cell R. Accordingly, the PM deposit quantity
that is the same as the amount of the open cell R is ob-
tained in the open cell S for detection.
[0042] In Fig. 5, the open cells S for detection in which
the PM deposit quantity is equivalent to that in the open
cell R are arranged inside the capacitor formed by the
electrodes 5 and 6. Accordingly, the PM deposit quantity
detected by the PM sensor 9 can be regarded as the
average PM deposit quantity of the entire DPF 1.
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EXPLANATION OF REFERENCE NUMERALS

[0043]

1 Diesel particulate filter (DPF)

2 Wall

3 Cell

3a Sealed cell

3b Open cell

4 PM sensor

5 First electrode

6 Second electrode

7 Short circuiting line

8 Short circuiting line

Claims

1. A particulate matter (hereinafter referred to as PM)
sensor, in which a diesel particulate filter (hereinafter
referred to as DPF) obtained by vertically and hori-
zontally stacking a plurality of cells in which all of
vertical and horizontal sides are surrounded by walls
formed of a porous material and sealing end faces
of the cells alternately vertically and horizontally
comprises first and second electrodes, and a deposit
quantity of the PM of the DPF is detected by a ca-
pacitance of a capacitor formed by the first and sec-
ond electrodes, wherein among the cells which are
not sealed (hereinafter referred to as open cells), the
first electrodes are inserted into a plurality of the open
cells arranged in a line in the diagonal direction, and
the second electrodes are inserted into a plurality of
the open cells arranged in a line in the diagonal di-
rection and including the open cells secondarily ad-
jacent to each of the open cells into which the first
electrodes are inserted.
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